Conditions for the Call

1. The Call is organised by ERASMUS+ TINEL project.
2. The Call is open to higher education institutions in Finland, Norway, Sweden and the UK to submit their best inclusive and flexible eLearning or blended learning practices and ideas.
3. Entries can only be made via the online at http://bit.ly/tinel-entry-form
4. Higher education institutions may submit several proposals.
5. Proposals must be written in English.
6. By submitting the entry form you grant TINEL the right to use your proposal on the hamk.fi/tinel web page, and on TINEL social media channels such as Pinterest, Facebook and Twitter.
7. By submitting the entry form you grant TINEL permission to publish the submission, in whole or part. In any such publication, credit shall be noted as provided on the entry form.
8. The deadline for submitting proposals is on 31 March 2019 (closing time at 23:59 EET (GMT+2)).
9. All proposals will be evaluated by a panel of experts selected by TINEL.

Important dates:

- Deadline for submissions: 31 March, 2019, (closing time at 23:59 EET (GMT+2))
- Results and feedback provided to entrants: 17 May, 2019
- Announcement of the winning entries at the Best European Universal Design in Higher Education 2019 Conference, Jyväskylä, Finland: 28 – 29 August, 2019
- Publication of winning entries on the TINEL Project website: 30 August 2019.

If you have any technical questions about submitting an entry form, contact tarjaleena.tuukkanen(at)hamk.fi.

For any other enquiries, please contact your respective country’s contact:

- Finland: contact person for universities of applied sciences Merja Saarela, merja.saarela(at)hamk.fi
- Finland: contact person for universities Tarja Ladonlahti, tarja.ladonlahti(at)jyu.fi
- Norway: Anne Britt Torkildsby, anne.torkildsby(at)ntnu.no
- Sweden: Håkan Eftring, hakan.eftring(at)certec.lth.se
- United Kingdom: Helen Petrie, helen.petrie(at)york.ac.uk.